Master of Education in Learner-Centered Practices

What School Could Be and 2Revolutions are partnering with Spalding University to offer a Master of Education in Learner-Centered Practices. Through a robust competency framework—which includes a focus on teaching and learning and leadership competencies—as well as the skills and dispositions that support implementing those competencies, innovative educators are better equipped to implement learner-centered and equitable strategies in their classrooms and systems, with a focus on pedagogy and leadership.

What can you expect from this program?

- Models a learner-centered experience, where participants grow deep instructional capacity to implement learner-centered and equitable practices.
- Leverages an authentic application-based assessment model, with a focus on demonstrating learning through implementation rather than solely focusing on recalling theory.
- Supports learners in personalizing their experience and progress toward demonstrating expected learning outcomes through a wide-range of instructional content, collaboration, and feedback.
- Builds deep instructional, assessment and leadership capacity to support transformation at all levels of practice and the system by anticipating learning needs of both the individual and the collaborative.

For questions and more information, please contact Catherine Thorn at catherine@2revolutions.net
Program at a Glance

- 17-month hybrid program with a mix of both synchronous and asynchronous learning
  - 4 90-minute synchronous teach-ins per course with ~2 courses per term
  - 5 synchronous cohort-wide programmatic events
- Cohort-based program designed for those who currently work in schools and support students in their role
- $11,500 total cost for What School Could Be members

Want to Learn More?

Use [this series](#) of short videos to hear directly from WSCB and 2Rev. In this series you will hear about:

- The purpose and design philosophy for this innovative program
- How this program will model the experiences we want to create for schools and systems
- An overview of the program experience

You can also read detailed answers to [FAQ's](#), all linked on slide 2. If you have other questions and would like to join a Q&A session, please use [this form](#) to share your information. You will then be invited to an upcoming session!

Are you ready to apply?

Fill out our [sign up form](#) to begin the application process. Please refer to [this document](#) for details about the application process. All application materials must be turned in to Spalding University by October 15, 2023 in order to start the program in January 2024.

For questions and more information, please contact Catherine Thorn at catherine@2revolutions.net